
Task 1: The line graph and table show the average monthly temperatures and annual hours of sunshine in three major cities. 
Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main features and make comparisons where relevant.

Introduction: paraphrase: 

       - Show => illustrate 

       - Average monthly temperature => mean temperature on a monthly basis 

       - Annual hours of sunshine => sunshine hours per year 
Overview:  

       - New York and London peak at July while the opposite is true in Sydney.  

       - New York also has the highest sun hours. 
Body paragraph 
Body 1: 

       - Group London and New York: start low at the beginning of the year, increase drastically and peak in July, 

fell sharply again. London rises and falls less signi�cantly than New York. 

       - Sydney is hot all around the year, temperature variation is low. Bottom out in July. 
Body 2: 

       - London => Sydney => New York 
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Note:  You can base on the outline and write the full essay. Send us your work via email address: " " 
for professional review. Also, don't forget to let us know how the package works for you. Thank you!



Task 2: Some people think that all entertainment TV programmes should educate people about the importance of social 
issues. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

Introduction: 
Paraphrase: 

       - Think => claim 

       - TV programmes => TV shows 

       - Educate => teach 

       - Importance => signi�cant 

Thesis statement: Partially agree 
Body paragraph 
Body 1: TV programmes DO NOT HAVE TO include social issues importance 

+ Main idea 1: a lot of people just want to watch entertaining shows to relax  

     - Children do not understand social issues even though they are included 

     - Reduce the fun aspect of the show 

+ Main idea 2: too much inclusion will reduce the amount of viewers => lose revenue 

     - Make these program unpro�table => end production ly. 
Body 2:  However, some of them SHOULD have some social responsibility 

+ Main idea 1: TV programmes can heavily in�uence the youth. 

     - They trust the content, and likely to follow them => good content => teach young people how to live and 

behave well. 

+ Main idea 2: TV shows should change with the society and the development of social media 

     - Stay up-to-date with modern social issues => gain more younger viewers. 
Conclusion: restate thesis statement. 
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